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Abstracts 

 

 
Jasmina Arifovic: “Emergence of Monetary Norms” 

We study a monetary environment where agents adapt using both individual evolutionary 

learning and neural networks to adapt and make decisions about whether or not to 'help' as 

producers in exchange for a possibility that other producers will ̀ help' them in the following 

period when they are consumers.  Evidence in the experiments with human subjects suggests 

that trading can evolve in the presence of a fiat token that can be passed around.  

We discover that we need a 'agent' that serves a role of 'collective' memory that helps the 

artificial world develop a social norm/institution where a fiat token facilitates the exchange. 

This can also be thought about as a model of a theory of mind which turns out to play an 

important role in how we can infer what other people think etc. This is, of course, crucial 

for a rational expectations assumptions about all agents knowledge of all other agents' 

beliefs, but has never been explicitly modeled. 

 

 

 

Joy Buchanan: “If Wages Fell During a Recession” 

Many economies exhibit downward wage rigidity. Surveys of managers indicate that 

employers hold wages rigid because they believe morale will suffer after a wage cut. 

Otherwise, there is little evidence for how employers’ beliefs contribute to wage rigidity 

and whether those beliefs are accurate. Our design allows us to compare beliefs and effort 

rigorously. We demonstrate that effort falls after workers experience a wage cut and also 

that workers form reference points from wage contracts. Despite this partial confirmation of 

the morale theory as an explanation for wage rigidity, half of the employers in our 

experiment cut wages and lose money as a result. In a treatment where a recession is offset 

by nominal inflation, real wage cuts do not have a significant effect on effort. 

 

 

 

Felix Mauersberger: “Monetary Policy Rules in a Non-Rational World: A 

Macroeconomic Experiment” 

This paper introduces a new laboratory experiment based on the New-Keynesian 

macroeconomy in Woodford (2013). The purpose of the experiment is to study how 

monetary policy can influence individual expectations to achieve the stabilization of 

macroeconomic outcomes and to improve social welfare. The experimental design is closer 

to the microfoundations of the New-Keynesian model than previous experiments. The two 

main findings are: firstly, even abiding by the Taylor principle does not guarantee 

convergence to the steady state. Secondly, the welfare loss driven by expectation-driven 

volatility not necessarily found around the steady state can be reduced by adopting more 

aggressive anti-inflation Taylor rules. Thompson Sampling, a Bayesian learning approach 

originating from operations research, describes subjects’ individual forecasting data well 

and can thus explain the patterns observed in the experiments. 

 

 

 

  



Baptiste Massenot: “Macroprudential Policy in the Lab” 

Higher capital ratios are believed to improve system-wide financial stability through three 

main channels: (i) higher loss-absorption capacity, (ii) lower moral hazard, (iii)stabilization 

of the financial cycle if capital ratios are increased during good times. We examine these 

mechanisms in a laboratory asset market experiment with indebted participants. We find 

support for the loss-absorption channel: higher capital ratios reduce the bankruptcy rate. 

However, we do not find support for the moral hazard channel. Higher capital ratios 

(insignificantly) increase asset price bubbles, an aggregate measure of excessive risk-taking. 

Additional evidence suggests that bankruptcy aversion explains this surprising result. 

Finally, the evidence supports the idea that higher capital ratios in good times stabilize the 

financial cycle. 

 

 

 

Janet Jiang: “Experimental Asset Markets with an Indefinite Horizon” 

We study the trade of indefinitely-lived assets in experimental markets. The traded prices 

of these assets are on average more than 40% below the risk-neutral fundamental value 

under the expected utility assumption. We examine the effects of three interrelated factors 

for the traded price, payoff uncertainty about the asset’s dividend payments, horizon 

uncertainty about the duration of trade, and the expected utility assumption. Our results 

suggest that horizon uncertainty does not significantly affect the traded price. Incorporating 

risk aversion into non-expected utility models with recursive preferences and probability 

weighting can rationalize the low prices observed in our indefinite-horizon asset markets. 

 

 

 

John Duffy: “Unstructured Bargaining Over Goods and Money: Experimental 

Evidence” 

We study unstructured bargaining between producers and consumers over goods and 

money. Producers produce goods at some cost while consumers buy goods from producers 

in exchange for money and earn some utility benefit from consumption of goods. Money 

only has value if it is used in exchange.  Our aim is to understand how to parameterize 

bargaining models of exchange behavior that are widely used in the labor and money search 

literatures.  We focus on Generalized Nash and Kalai bargaining as two different 

possibilities. We first estimate the bargaining power parameter of these two models using a 

setting where the first best can be achieved as the consumer's money holdings are 

sufficiently large. Second, we consider environments where the first best cannot be 

achieved, as consumers face constraints on their available money holdings, as this setting 

enables us to distinguish between the Nash and Kalai solutions.  Our experimental evidence 

supports the proportional bargaining solution of Kalai: producers and consumers agree on 

roughly equal splits of the surplus, independently of the quantity of money held by 

consumers.  By contrast, the Nash solution predicts that the consumer’s share of the surplus 

decrease as the constraints on money holdings are eliminated. Finally, we note that our 

estimates of the bargaining model parameters have important policy implications, for 

example, in evaluation of the welfare cost of inflation. 

 

 

 

  



Ricardo Lagos: “The Limits of onetary Economics” 

We study the transmission of monetary policy in credit economies where money serves as 

a medium of exchange. We find that---in contrast to current conventional wisdom in policy-

oriented research in monetary economics---the role of money in transactions can be a 

powerful conduit to asset prices and ultimately, aggregate consumption, investment, output, 

and welfare. Theoretically, we show that the cashless limit of the monetary equilibrium (as 

the cash-and-credit economy converges to a pure-credit economy) need not correspond to 

the equilibrium of the nonmonetary pure-credit economy. Quantitatively, we find that the 

magnitudes of the responses of prices and allocations to monetary policy in the monetary 

economy are sizeable---even in the cashless limit. Hence, as tools to assess the effects of 

monetary policy, monetary models without money are generically poor approximations---

even to idealized highly developed credit economies that are able to accommodate a large 

volume of transactions with arbitrarily small aggregate real money balances. 

 

 

 

Olivier Armantier: “Can Experiments Help Central Banks Provide Emergency 

Liquidity More Effectively?” 

A core responsibility of the Federal Reserve is to ensure financial stability by acting as the 

“lender of last resort” through its Discount Window (DW). Historically, however, the DW 

has not been effective because its usage is stigmatized. We develop a coordination game 

with adverse selection and we test in the lab policies that have been proposed to mitigate 

DW stigma. We find that whereas lowering the DW cost and making DW borrowing harder 

to detect are ineffective, random DW borrowing can overcome DW stigma. Further, random 

borrowing is found to be robust to real-time and delayed DW detection, and necessary only 

on a temporary basis. 

 

 

 

Ana Fostel: “Collateral Constraints and the Law of One Price: An Experiment” 

We test the asset pricing implications of collateralized borrowing (that is, of using assets as 

collateral to borrow money) in the laboratory. To this purpose, we develop a general 

equilibrium model with collateral constraints amenable to laboratory implementation and 

gather experimental data. In the laboratory, assets that can be leveraged fetch higher prices 

than assets that cannot, even though assets’ payoffs are identical in all states of the world. 

Collateral value, therefore, creates deviations from the Law of One Price. The spread 

between collateralizeable and noncollateralizeableassets is significant and quantitatively 

close to theoretical predictions. 

 

 

 

Charles Holt: “Prize Linked Savings for Retirement” 

This paper evaluates the benefit of a basic retirement savings program. It considers a life-

cycle experiment with interest paid on a safe asset and returns on a risky asset that induce a 

stationary fundamental value. The private savings treatment provides an income stream that 

terminates at retirement. Observed consumption starts too high and finishes low in later 

periods.  The assisted savings treatment smooths income over all periods, which dampens 

asset price bubbles and improves consumption profiles.  This improvement persists in 

treatments done without asset trading, but disappears with sharply reduced interest rates that 

simplify present value considerations. 

 

  



Deniz Aydin: “Decomposing Present Value Effects: Evidence from a Large-scale 

Restructuring Experiment” 

This study quantitatively assesses the importance of balance sheet present-value effects in 

the context of consumer debt restructuring. We design and implement a large-scale 

randomized trial where we offer various type of debt relief to delinquent borrowers. Our 

design deliberately varies the interest rate and temporary payment reductions, as well as the 

maturity of the restructured loans, all while holding consumers’ outstanding debt balance 

constant. We find that interest rate reductions lead to a persistent decrease in delinquency 

rates, in contrast, the effect of short-term forbearance on delinquencies disappears in the 

long-run. Decomposing the effects of periodic payments and the present-value of the stream 

of future obligations, we reject models where balance sheet effects are absent and defaults 

are driven purely by payment difficulties, or models where a dollar of cash flow change has 

the same effect as a dollar change in present-value. From the lender’s perspective, offering 

neither short-term forbearance nor rate reductions is profitable for the typical participant, 

however balance sheet effects are sufficiently strong to make it the most efficient way to 

incentive intermediaries. 

 

 

 

Cesar Martinelli: “Assignment Markets: Theory and Experiments” 

We study theoretically and experimentally assignment markets, i.e. two-sided markets 

where indivisible heterogenous items with unit demand and unit supply are traded for 

money, as exemplified by housing markets.   We define an associated strategic market game, 

and show that every Nash equilibrium outcome of this game is a competitive equilibrium 

allocation with respect to an economy consisting exclusively of the goods that were 

traded.  That is, inefficiency may arise from mis-coordination because some goods are not 

traded.  Experimental results show players behaving close to Nash equilibrium predictions 

for auction-like market designs and close to generalized bargaining for a market design that 

incorporates decentralized communication.  Communication improves efficiency, but 

introduces with some probability outcomes inconsistent with Nash equilibrium. 

 

 

 

Yohanes Eko Riyanto: “Sharing Idiosyncratic Risk Even Though Prices Are 

"Wrong” 

We design an infinite horizon dynamic asset market experiment with perishable 

consumption and a long-lived asset where gains from trade originate from individuals 

experiencing idiosyncratic income shocks. The presence of traders having induced motive 

to smooth consumption is not sufficient to eliminate price bubbles. Despite the asset being 

consistently priced higher than the risk-neutral fundamental value, traders are able to share 

idiosyncratic risk and attain higher welfare. The co-existence of traders with income 

shocks along with those having no induced motive to trade does not hinder in the former 

smoothing their consumption stream. Our results hold for markets with and without 

aggregate risk.  

 

 

 

  



Luminita Stevens: “Adjustment Dynamics during a Strategic Estimation Task” 

We use a controlled laboratory experiment to test how decision-makers form expectations 

in a simple strategic estimation task. We consider a probability estimation task in which 

payoffs depend on both individual forecasts and the group average. Subjects have the 

information to compute the rational expectations (RE) forecast. Nevertheless, forecasts 

differ considerably from the RE predictions. Average forecasts are noisy, biased, and 

respond incompletely to news about the fundamental. We then consider a range of models 

of how subjects adjust their forecasts, to identify systematic patterns in their deviations from 

the RE benchmark. We evaluate the extent to which our subjects conform to the predictions 

of a stochastic Level-k model of bounded rationality, augmented with adaptive expectations 

for the level 0 subjects. Nearly half of our subjects appear non-strategic. This finding 

contrasts results from static experiments, which typically find that 10% or less of subjects 

are non-strategic. These non-strategic participants are very influential in driving the 

aggregate (group level) dynamics: Their noisy, heterogeneous responsiveness to new 

information contributes significantly to the gradual adjustment of the aggregated forecast. 

Our findings suggest that strategic contexts may make forecasting random variables even 

more difficult than previous experiments have found. Lastly, strategic considerations affect 

adjustment dynamics, with complementarity resulting in large deviations from equilibrium 

predictions, while substitutability results in faster convergence. 

 

 


